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People light our way

People.

That is why we’re here.

The people who founded our company did so  

to light the lives of the people of their time.

Make those lives brighter and better.

This is what we did then, what we do now and  

what we will always do.

Every innovation, every design, every product is born out  

of a restless quest to improve and enhance the work and  

living spaces … of people.

Their environment is our world.

So, we will discover and develop new technologies,  

generate new ideas, pursue everything which can improve  

those environments.

And people will continue to power our days.

The people who plan, the people who install, the people  

who ultimately benefit from the optimised atmosphere our  

lights and luminaires create.

And, of course, the people who are Regent Lighting.

If there is something which will illuminate and  

inspire, we will find it.

And people will light our way.





People light our designs

Wherever people live and work, our portfolio has a place.

In offices and in industry, above machinery, around creativity,  

lighting up human ambition.

The highest quality, the latest technology, the most innovative designs.

For 110 years, we have been pioneers.

We have led the way because people have led our thinking.

Our products are designed to shape any space into the perfect 

environment for people to learn in, play in, relax in and achieve in.

And those products can be designed to order with our Bespoke  

Team in its own Innovation Lab.

From idea to engineering, they will supply with speed and a deep 

understanding of a customer’s needs and requirements.

You dream it and they will build it.

Whether it’s someone’s vision, someone’s floorplan or someone’s  

desk-space, we have a product which will enhance any area.

At Regent Lighting, everything we do helps people see their world  

in a better light.

Products



People light our future

For over a century, innovation and intuition has  

guided our designs.

And they will illuminate the next hundred years.

We are constantly exploring the horizons of lighting.

And discovering the ‘possible’.

How people can benefit from our luminaires when  

they are not even in the same room.

How a light source can be a data source thanks  

to integrated sensors.

Our MyData Analysis solution collects and evaluates  

presence, room climate, air quality and energy consumption,  

all key to improving efficiency and environment.

We have already worked on multiple projects which create  

a more connected world and are integral to the 21st Century  

space, the Smart Building.

‘Smart’ increases control and efficiency and decreases  

the strain on resources which in turn benefits the environment  

and the planet.

But a Smart Building is only as smart as the way it is managed.

So, we put those building owners, facility managers and users  

at the heart of our thinking.

These people inspire us to imagine.

To reach the boundaries of what lighting is capable of  

and jump right over.

We now make smart lighting solutions which can talk to us  

and tell us what we need to know.

Just like our customers do.

Connected Lighting







Projects

People light our service

We treat projects as partnerships.

So, we will be with you along every step and  

stage of your project.

Regularly supplying you with reliability and  

expertise all the way to the finishing line.

It’s what we do. And it adds another element  

to the plan besides budgets, timings and logistics.  

Confidence.

That’s why people put their faith in us.

We are proud not just of the lighting which  

we create for our customers but the trust  

which we build with them.

So, while we have the unique ability to deliver  

innovative luminaires from our portfolio combined  

with bespoke products engineered to order and  

connected technology which can find new potential  

in a workspace, what sets us apart truly is something  

you can’t turn on or off. Service.





Products



JOKER 
Precisely personal

JOKER gives someone their own sun. It lights their own space, can be moved easily to their 

own place and can be adjusted to their own mood. JOKER is not just the evolution of the table 

lamp, it’s the revolution. Its unique design directs light only to where it’s wanted and needed. 

Although it has a very wide beam, it has a very defined visual cut-off and there are no multiple 

shadows. Light is focussed and concentrated. And it is glare-free. Individual emotion and  

atmosphere can be complemented by the Tunable White illumination. JOKER streams light as 

personally as a playlist streams music. Just for the user and not for the rest of the room. And 

installation couldn’t be simpler. You simply plug in your USB-C connector and switch on. Used  

in combination with existing luminaires and lighting systems, it allows everyone their own  

light within lights. JOKER is unique. Because everyone’s personal space is.





 

Our innovative optics for maximum visual comfort

With its innovative lighting technology using asymmetrical 

light distribution, JOKER ensures targeted and, at the same 

time, personalised lighting of the workplace — without 

glare and without multiple shadows.

Collimators placed directly under the LEDs capture the 

light, convert it into parallel rays and direct these rays to the 

integrated light-guide plate which is equipped with four dif-

ferent beam angles. The light transmitted from these beam 

angles is then deflected asymmetrically, making sure the 

user is not dazzled. The combination of these four directed 

light beams also guarantees homogeneous illumination for 

a surface of 60 x 60 cm and thus JOKER meets the stand-

ardised requirements for individual workplace lighting. The 

result is the best office-compliant lighting for concentrated 

work in the office or at home.



 

Tunable White technology for increased well-being 

Light plays a crucial role in creating atmosphere and mood. 

Feeling comfortable in an environment is due in particular 

to the interplay of illumination intensity and colour temper-

ature. With JOKER, both can be controlled easily with just a 

single control button, allowing the user to adapt the light as 

required in his work environment. Individual lighting control 

is made possible by the integrated Tunable White technol-

ogy which has been shown to have a positive effect on the 

user’s well-being (Human Centric Lighting). JOKER creates 

a personal, beneficial and soothing atmosphere in every 

environment, whether in the office or at home — the ideal 

prerequisite for successful work.

A stylish highlight for your workplace

With its modern, elegant and timeless design, JOKER is a 

real highlight on every desk. With a high-quality anodised 

aluminium housing available in black, silver and bronze, it 

is suitable for every office and every taste. And the excep-

tional design also makes JOKER a practical all-rounder: 

handy and space-saving, it fits onto the smallest of desks, 

can be easily moved on the table or placed in another 

environment and can be used flexibly with its convenient 

USB-C connection.



PURELITE SLIM 
The design shines

PURELITE SLIM is something to admire before it has even been turned on. The slimmest  

and thinnest luminaire in the industry, it is a feat of imagination and innovation. But then  

a switch is flicked. And PURELITE SLIM becomes a sleek strip of pure, uninterrupted, 

exceptional light. Although its design is hard to comprehend, the luminaire itself is easy 

to install at every stage of a project. Because it is ultra-flat (35 mm), PURELITE SLIM can be 

integrated into concrete ceilings without having to alter the statics of that ceiling or the 

building itself. Giving you flexibility on top of aesthetic brilliance. So, the possibilities  

are as wide as PURELITE SLIM is so elegantly thin. 



 
 

omni-directional

direct lighting

Ultra-flat design

The slimmest and thinnest luminaire in the industry for the office environment. Not only is 

its lighting quality remarkable, the ultra-flat luminaire unit itself, measuring just 35 millimetres 

including control gear, is too.

A narrow, continuous strip of light up to 19 metres long, PURELITE SLIM illuminates rooms  

and ceilings without shadows or, where required, allows different accents to be set by means 

of targeted lighting. 

Unlimited flexibility

The uses and applications of PURELITE SLIM are both versatile and flexible, partly due to a 

purist design which can be easily integrated into a wide variety of environments, and partly  

to its ease of installation. Whereas conventional recessed ceiling luminaires have to be planned 

from the outset, PURELITE SLIM can be retrofitted at no great expense, as it does not reach 

the reinforcement area in concrete ceilings, making it particularly suitable in the case of reno-

vations or retrofitting projects. 

In addition, PURELITE SLIM is available with a wireless connect system patented by Regent 

Lighting and thus enables a particularly simple installation in a compact support profile.



 
 

Variants for every application

The light line is available in three versions and thus covers 

a wide range of needs. For offices, conference rooms, 

entrance areas and corridors, PURELITE SLIM and PURELITE 

SLIM OFFICE, the two omni-directional versions with ceil-

ing illumination, are most suitable. The direct light emission 

PURELITE SLIM D version, on the other hand, directs light 

downwards in order to illuminate specific areas in a more 

targeted manner.

Numerous mounting options

PURELITE SLIM is available in four versions, each of which 

creates a different lighting effect in the room. In addition 

to the recessed ceiling luminaire, PURELITE SLIM is also  

available as a ceiling mounted luminaire, as a channel 

lighting system, and, with the appropriate accessories, as  

a pendant version.

An eye-catcher at home too

While PURELITE SLIM is designed for office use, it offers 

a wide range of other application options. Its minimalist 

and slim design makes the light line the ideal luminaire for 

hotels, restaurants and even the home. Without pushing 

itself into the foreground, it pleasantly illuminates corridors, 

dining and living areas, presenting the workstation, cook-

ing island or dining table in the perfect light.

Countless options thanks to the related PURELITE  

product line

The related PURELITE luminaire, also available in omni- 

directional and direct light emission versions, is just as flat 

but slightly wider and thus offers an ideal alternative to the 

delicate PURELITE SLIM for larger rooms and volumes.



For the first time with an integrated  

RUN or RUN+ diffuser

The new RUN and RUN+ diffusers, specially developed  

for PURELITE SLIM OFFICE and PURELITE SLIM D as well 

as for the existing PURELITE and CHANNEL S product lines, 

create an endless, seamless line of beautiful light without 

gaps or shadows, and depending on the design, enable 

centimetre-precision planning up to 24 metres in length.

The advantages of RUN+

Unlike RUN, RUN+ has been created specifically for the  

office environment where it meets and passes all standards 

for workplace lighting. RUN+ is built around a new tech-

nology, designed to delight both architects and electricians.  

A thin foil which was developed by Regent Lighting and 

integrated into the diffuser. Aesthetically, we are leaving 

behind the world of microprismatic plates, and offer an 

aesthetic alternative with a refined, clear and clean surface. 

Practically, the RUN+ diffuser is quick to install, easy to  

transport and store and enables material savings and thus 

allows completely flexible lighting design. 



STREAM
Spreading a new light

STREAM turns office lighting upside down. The first ceiling light which doesn’t require 

mounting, as soon as STREAM is out of the box, it’s ready to shine. In the most effective 

and beautiful way. Its high-quality light comes via indirect light which has been beamed 

upwards. It then rolls out over an environment with the capacity to illuminate multiple 

desks. The lighting can also be personalised using the Tunable White technology. There  

is no workspace which STREAM could not enhance with the unique atmosphere which  

it creates. And, as installation is simply unpacking, you can place STREAM anywhere. 

STREAM is also available with MyLights Remote Casambi which means you can control the 

office ambience via the app, programme lighting scenarios and control groups of lumi-

naires simultaneously. Lighting an office can now be seen from a new perspective. And in  

a different light. The one which spreads from STREAM.





 
 

Office lighting turned upside down

STREAM is the first ceiling luminaire that does not require 

mounting, since its high-quality light is beamed upwards. 

The result is pleasant, indirect lighting that meets all neces-

sary standard requirements for office suitability.

High radiance

The innovative uplight has the capacity to illuminate up to 

four workstations.

Maximum flexibility

STREAM is a ceiling light that works without ceiling mount-

ing and can, therefore, be used with maximum flexibility. 

No technical knowledge is required; once unpacked and 

plugged in, the uplight is ready to use and provides opti-

mum illumination of the workplace with high-quality light. 

It can be easily set up and adjusted as required or desired. 

Operation is also very simple and intuitive. STREAM 

can be switched on and off, and dimmed with just one 

button. Alternatively, individual luminaires or groups of 

luminaires can also be easily operated using the app. 



 
 

The right model for every environment

STREAM is available in three versions: the "table" design is 

particularly suitable for use directly on the desk. Available as 

a stand version in two different heights, STREAM is suitable 

for use in practically any environment. You can also choose 

between the design in classic white or elegant black. The 

simple, cylindrical design fits into every working environ-

ment, from the classic office to open space areas and home 

offices. At home, the luminaire not only looks good on  

the desk, but also blends in well with living spaces. Here too, 

STREAM bathes the rooms in pleasant light, creating a  

special atmosphere.

Can also be used with irregular ceilings

In combination with the newly offered acoustic panels in 

various formats, STREAM can also be used for irregular 

ceilings. In addition to the lighting atmosphere, this also 

improves sound absorption in the room.

Tunable White for increased well-being

STREAM is now also available in a Tunable White version, 

which enables the smooth change between warm white 

and cold white light. With this option, you can choose 

between two settings: either the colour temperature is 

based on the course of daylight or it can be adapted to the 

individual needs of the respective user. It has been proven 

that this interior lighting technology has a demonstrably 

positive effect on well-being and plays an important role, 

particularly in the workplace.



 
  

MILANO SLIM
Quality is all around

MILANO SLIM is total light. 360 degree office light. Light that radiates in all  

its forms, directly, indirectly and laterally. Light which spreads beautifully  

outwards, distilled and refined by the frosted diffuser design. Light whose 

tones and textures can be remixed to match any mood using the Tunable  

White personalisation feature. All this from a simple, sleek circle. An even  

finer, even more elegant development of the classic cylindrical design which 

is at home in any environment and enhances any style of architecture. Easily 

mounted, full of features but free of glare, it can grace any office. Pure light. 

Perfectly delivered. In every way, a halo.



 
  

Suitable for office lighting

Perfect, glare-free illumination, meeting all standards for workplace lighting. 

Increases well-being

MILANO SLIM is available in a Tunable White version that allows the user to 

change the luminaire’s colour temperature from warm white to cold white light. 

The colour temperature can either be automatically adapted to the course of 

daylight or be controlled individually. This has a positive impact on well-being 

(Human Centric Lighting).

High visual comfort

Outstanding light quality all around thanks to homogeneous illumination, with 

both direct and indirect light.

Timeless Design

A classic cylindrical design that works in any environment: classrooms, meeting 

rooms, offices, cafeterias, foyers and lobbies, corridors, hotels, reception areas, 

circulation zones.



 
  

LIGHTPAD
Relighting the way we work

The modern workspace is a new world. Lit by a new glow. Personal, controllable, adaptable 

and remarkable. LIGHTPAD is elegant to look at and perfect to see with. The highest quality 

light optimises any environment. The unique double asymmetric light distribution is uniform 

and refreshingly reflection free. The infinite flexibility lets you imagine and re-imagine any 

configuration of up to four desks. It is controlled effortlessly with intelligence and intuition. 

And it does so much more than simply light an office beautifully. MyData Analysis means 

LIGHTPAD is a source of data as well as light. Sensors integrated in the luminaire shed light  

on activity levels and energy consumed allowing you to improve efficiency and save costs. 

So LIGHTPAD is no mere fixture, it is an active part of any office. Sharing information, sharing 

illumination, shaping its output to suit individual needs. The world we work in is changing. 

Luckily, LIGHTPAD is blessed with technology which never stands still.



 
  

Highest light quality for maximum visual comfort

LIGHTPAD’S unique double asymmetric light distribution guarantees uniform, 

reflection-free illumination for the office environment.

Increases well-being

The Tunable White technology makes it possible to gradually change the luminaire’s 

colour temperature from warm white to cold white light. The colour temperature 

can either be automatically adapted to the course of daylight or be controlled 

individually for each luminaire head via app. This has a positive impact on well- 

being (Human Centric Lighting).

Save resources and costs

Compatible with the digital product solution MyData Analysis. Data from the envi-

ronment are recorded and evaluated in real time. The result is efficient building 

management and a significant saving of costs. 







Novartis Asklepios, Basel, Switzerland
Luminaires applied: Asklepios Bespoke. 
Design: Herzog & de Meuron. 
Photo: © Regent Lighting.

Regent Lighting Bespoke
You dream it and we will build it

Together with our Bespoke Team in their own Innovation Lab, products can be designed  

to order. From idea to engineering, they will supply with speed and a deep understanding  

of a customer’s needs and requirements. You dream it and they will build it. Whether it’s  

someone’s vision, someone’s floorplan or someone’s desk-space, we have a product which  

will enhance any area. At Regent Lighting, everything we do helps people see their world  

in a better light.



Biozentrum, Basel, Switzerland
Luminaires applied: Torus Bespoke. 
Design: Ilg-Santer Architekten AG und Licht Kunst Licht AG.
Photo: © Regent Lighting.





Doha Railways, Doha, Qatar
Luminaires applied: Doha Metro 01 Bespoke, 
Doha Metro 02 Bespoke, Doha Metro 03 Bespoke. 
Photo: © Nikolay Kazakov, niko design.





Connected Lighting



MyData Analysis
Turning Connected Lighting into reality

The IoT solution MyData Analysis creates considerable advantages for spatial, operational and, consequently, 

cost optimisation in the management of buildings. With the help of the luminaires as part of the existing building 

infrastructure, sensor data can be collected, evaluated and made available, such as: presence, temperature,  

air quality, energy, indoor climate or localisation data. An intuitive web application provides new services that 

save time and money, and simplify many people’s lives.

My Analytics
Valuable data serves as a basis for decisions on potential space optimisations or expansions.

Find My Place
Thanks to a live-view display, employees can quickly find an available workplace.

Smart Cleaning
The luminaire uses the dimming function to show the cleaning staff exactly which workplaces  

have been used and are to be cleaned.



Siemens believes in MyData Analysis
Our IoT solution installed in the largest  
Smart Building project in Europe

Innovation, sustainability and digitisation combined on an area larger than 75 football fields: in Erlangen, Siemens  

is building a lively neighbourhood with an attractive campus structure and over 5,400 workplaces. We at  

Regent Lighting are equipping the offices with our smart Lightpad freestanding luminaires and contribute to  

the implementation of Europe's largest Smart Building project with our IoT solution MyData Analysis. Siemens 

uses MyData Analysis to reduce operating costs, for example in order to optimise cleaning efforts. Surfaces are 

cleaned only according to the effective need. This allows targeted staff planning. By activating the “Cleaning” 

lighting scene, only those workstations that require attention are illuminated for clear and quick visibility. Saving 

time, costs and resources. With MyData Analysis, we offer a smart solution for the optimisation of building  

management and are pleased to support Siemens in this project with our experience.

“We are proud to announce that the biggest Smart Building space in Europe is about to become operational. 

With Regent Lighting’s MyData Analysis, we’re expecting significant savings in cleaning costs and are contributing 

to a more sustainable environment” Christian Franz, Asset Management, Siemens AG



Pathé, Spreitenbach, Switzerland
Architect: Meierpartner Architekten AG. Lighting design: Hefti Hess Martignoni.
Luminaires applied: Kronos, Lift, Traq, Zena, Dime, Channel, Level, Solo Slim, Flow, 
Splash, Slash, Novo. Photo: © Regent Lighting.



Projects



It all begins with trust 
Successful client projects

Every project is unique. Every project is a highlight for which we seek the perfect solution. With 

the highest quality, the latest technology and the most innovative designs, our lighting solutions 

transform rooms and buildings into pleasant places for people to stay in. Together, we will find 

the perfect solution for your space and needs, and even develop bespoke products, because 

sometimes a luminaire has to be designed first in order to perfectly suit your imagination. We will 

bring your ideas to life and will be with you along every step and stage of your project, supply-

ing you with reliability and expertise all the way to the finishing line. Because for us, trust and 

exceptional service are the key to a successful project.

L’Oréal, Düsseldorf, Germany
Client: Horizon Development GmbH, represented by the developer 
Projektentwicklung GmbH, Düsseldorf. Architect: HPP Architekten, 
Düsseldorf. Lighting design: Inovis Ingenieure GmbH, Düsseldorf. 
Luminaires applied: Lightpad, Prestige Carda. Photos: © Regent Lighting.





Bonnard Woeffray Architectes FAS/SIA
Monthey, Switzerland

Client: Bonnard Woeffray + Kurmann & Cretton SA. Architect: Bonnard Woeffray Architectes 

FAS SIA, Monthey. Lighting design: Régent Appareils d’éclairage SA. Luminaires applied: 
Purelite, ICE, Slash 2. Photos: © Regent Lighting.





Roche Bau 1
Basel, Switzerland

Client: F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG, Basel. Architect: Herzog & de Meuron Architekten AG, 

Basel. General contractor: Drees & Sommer Schweiz GmbH. Lighting design: Reflexion AG, 

Zurich. Luminaires applied: Solo Bespoke, Tea Bespoke, Echo Bespoke, ICE Basis, Zena. 

Photos: © Regent Lighting.





Regent Lighting Center
Discover new ideas of light

More than 100 years ago, the founders of Regent Lighting set themselves the goal of enhancing 

the work and living spaces of people. And we still want to make your projects shine today.  

Let our products and lighting solutions inspire you and discover light in all its variations in our 

Regent Lighting Centers. For you, we bring light to life: in Basel, Zurich, Lausanne and Düsseldorf, 

we have created unique showrooms where you can try out your lighting ideas, explore the  

unlimited possibilities of lighting design with our experts, or get advice on the latest technologies. 

No matter what you are looking for, together we will find the right solution for your project.
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